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First Annual Asian Business
Forum held by Wells Fargo

JANUARY 2007

By Greg Hugh, Staff Writer

Terry Cheng and attendees of the Business Forum
he Minnesota Region of Wells
Fargo Bank, N.A. recently held its
First Annual Asian Business Forum at the Crowne Plaza Northland Hotel in
Minneapolis. The breakfast conference was
sponsored by the Asian Connection Minnesota Team Member Resource Group of
Wells Fargo which has more than 75+ Team

T

Member Resource Groups devoted to professional growth and education, community
outreach, recruiting and retention, and customer insight throughout the country. Each
Resource Group is organized by individuals
connected by a shared background, experience, or other affinity.
Today Wells Fargo has six Asian and
Pacific Islander groups. One of the newest
groups is in Iowa.
The objective of this business forum was
for Wells Fargo to share with Asian business leaders and owners ideas on how to
build a financial partnership for business opportunities and growth.
After a breakfast buffet, Terry Cheng,
Asian Connection Co-Chair, began the forum with his welcome and introductory remarks to the group and then introduced Jon
R. Campbell, CEO, Minnesota Region, Wells
Fargo Bank, N.A. During his remarks,
Campbell stated that the commitment to diversity at Wells Fargo starts at the top with

a commitment by Richard M. Kovacevich
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer. To
allay any concerns about what was to follow, it was made perfectly clear that this was
to be an informational presentation and not
to be concerned about sales pitches.
The next presenter to speak was
Philomena Morrissey Satre, Great Lakes Regional Vice President, Diversity and Inclusion. Her talk focused on how one would
build their business by developing its
people as a competitive advantage and made
suggestions as to how to hire the best people
and how to keep them.
Constance Mosher, Marketing Program
Manager, then spoke on the ways that Wells
Fargo reaches out to the community and
participates in the many activities that various diverse groups and organizations conduct throughout the region.
Prior to the break, Dr. Tom Gillaspy, MinBusiness Formun continues on Page 4
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By Blake R. Ashley
During the middle of my sophomore year
at the University of Wisconsin, River Falls
an intriguing e-mail about a study tour in
China caught my eye. The trip’s details involved a tour of Beijing, Shanghai, and a
three week class session in Qingdao, China.
Having a personal interest in China, coupled
with the possibility for college credit, I decided to meet with the professor in charge
of the posting. Informed and determined to
visit China I attained my passport and visa.
I was ready and set for the trip of my life.
The entire trip had been arranged by my
professor at the University, all I needed to
do was retrace his footsteps. The plan was
to depart from Minneapolis, transfer in Chicago, and fly twelve and a half hours, half
way around the globe, straight to Beijing
China. The twelve hour flight proved to be
a bit of a struggle accommodating my 6’
frame, but posed no challenge to the 5’5”
gentleman to my left who proved being short
had its advantages when he laid his head
upon the fold down tray in front of him.
Unloading from the aircraft, obtaining
my luggage, and meeting my guide once we
arrived in China were like swimming upstream during the Copper River salmon
spawn. The airport was crowded, one giant
amoebic mass of people flowing in the same
direction. This is where my height proved
to be an asset, as I could easily see over the
Chinese natives. After I met my guide and
was on the way to my hotel, I was informed
that in Beijing currently there are 1000 new
cars on the road every day. Adding insult to
injury, during the next Olympics, Beijing will
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Blake at the Yuyuan
become the world’s largest parking lot. It is
sad, but true.
I was in Beijing for one week traveling to
places like the Changcheng (Great Wall),
Gugong (Forbidden City) and Tiananmen
Square. Peddlers, smog and the dirty sky
followed me everywhere. The sun was a

glowing orb, always shadowed by the sky’s
polluted clouds but never fully showing its
radiant glow. My guide told me that the sun
is hardly ever seen in Beijing due to the high
pollution levels. In Beijing the Great Wall
was breathtaking, the Forbidden City was
World continues on Page 8
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commentary

Editor’s Note: The following editorial by Kofi Annan, former Secretary General of the United Nations, does not directly address U.S.China relations. However, the insights that Annan provides are ones that are applicable to the understanding of the relationship
between the United States and China.

Editorial: What I've Learned

Secretary General of the United Nations,
Kofi A. Annan
In an editorial published in [Dec. 11 edition of] The Washington Post, [former] Secretary General of the United Nations, Kofi
A. Annan writes: “… I want to pass on five
lessons I have learned during 10 years as
Secretary General of the United Nations that
I believe the community of nations needs to
learn as it confronts the challenges of the
21st century.
First, in today's world we are all responsible for each other's security. Against such
threats as nuclear proliferation, climate
change, global pandemics or terrorists operating from safe havens in failed states, no
nation can make itself secure by seeking
supremacy over all others. Only by working
to make each other secure can we hope to
achieve lasting security for ourselves. This
responsibility includes our shared responsibility to protect people from genocide, war
crimes, ethnic cleansing and crimes against
humanity. That was accepted by all nations
at last year's UN summit. But when we look

at the murder, rape and starvation still being
inflicted on the people of Darfur, we realize
that such doctrines remain pure rhetoric
unless those with the power to intervene
effectively -- by exerting political, economic
or, in the last resort, military muscle -- are
prepared to take the lead. It also includes a
responsibility to future generations to preserve resources that belong to them as well
as to us. Every day that we do nothing, or
too little, to prevent climate change imposes
higher costs on our children.
Second, we are also responsible for each
other's welfare. Without a measure of solidarity, no society can be truly stable. It is
not realistic to think that some people can
go on deriving great benefits from globalization while billions of others are left in, or
thrown into, abject poverty. We have to give
all our fellow human beings at least a chance
to share in our prosperity.
Third, both security and prosperity depend on respect for human rights and the
rule of law. Throughout history human life
has been enriched by diversity, and different communities have learned from each
other. But if our communities are to live in
peace we must stress also what unites us:
our common humanity and the need for our
human dignity and rights to be protected by
law.
That is vital for development, too. Both
foreigners and a country's own citizens are
more likely to invest when their basic rights
are protected and they know they will be
fairly treated under the law. Policies that
genuinely favor development are more likely
to be adopted if the people most in need of
development can make their voice heard.
States need to play by the rules toward each
other, as well. No community suffers from
too much rule of law; many suffer from too
little -- and the international community is

among them.
My fourth lesson, therefore, is that governments must be accountable for their actions, in the international as well as the
domestic arena. Every state owes some account to other states on which its actions
have a decisive impact. As things stand, poor
and weak states are easily held to account,
because they need foreign aid. But large and
powerful states, whose actions have the
greatest impact on others, can be constrained
only by their own people.
That gives the people and institutions
of powerful states a special responsibility
to take account of global views and interests. And today they need to take into account also what we call ‘non-state actors.’
States can no longer -- if they ever could -confront global challenges alone. Increasingly, they need help from the myriad types
of association in which people come together
voluntarily, to profit or to think about, and
change, the world.
How can states hold each other to account? Only through multilateral institutions. So my final lesson is that those
institutions must be organized in a fair and
democratic way, giving the poor and the weak
some influence over the actions of the rich
and the strong.
Developing countries should have a
stronger voice in international financial institutions, whose decisions can mean life or
death for their people. New permanent or
long-term members should be added to the
UN Security Council, whose current membership reflects the reality of 1945, not of
today. …”
Annan [left] office Dec. 31. This article
is based on an address he [gave Dec. 11] at
the Truman Presidential Museum & Library
in Independence, Missouri. [The Washington Post (12/11)/Factiva] 
Source: World Bank

Nation's development priority
changes tack
By Qin Xiaoying, China Daily
At the working conference on the
economy convened by the central authorities recently, the Chinese leaders put the
adjective "better" before the adjective
"faster" in describing the way in which the
Chinese economy will develop. This delicate change in the order of adjectives may
go unheeded by people in other countries,
but registers deeply with the Chinese who
have witnessed changes in the priority enjoyed by the words "better" and "faster."
Forty-eight years ago, the Great Leap
Forward campaign was launched and a famous slogan was put forward: "Building
socialism with greater, faster and better economic returns."
At the time, the Chinese leaders put
"greater economic returns" before everything else in the hope of redressing the situation of extreme want, in the context of the
Cold War, or in China's words the "confrontation between the socialist camp and the
capitalist camp."
In the wake of the Korean War, the Chinese economy had been overtaxed and the

country was deeply in debt. The State coffers were virtually empty, which was compounded by the huge population of the
country and the shaky economic foundation inherited from the old China.
The top authorities then understandably
let the "greater and faster economic returns"
enjoy top priority. And "better returns" took
a backseat. When this was taken to the extreme, economic disasters happened.
In the late 1970s, the country embarked
on the road to reform and opening up, in an
effort to make up time lost during the catastrophic "cultural revolution" (1966-76).
In this scenario, development speed
naturally commanded top priority over economic efficiency.
According to this author's reading of the
mindset of the second-generation leadership
represented by Deng Xiaoping, emphasis
on "faster development speed" reflected
their deep sense of crisis as well as their
aspirations for modernizing a backward
China, which they had harbored ever since
their youthful years.

Insofar as the psychology of the Chinese public is concerned, the slogan "For
the Revival of China" tallied with individual
quests for fortune, which largely tapped
people's creativity and enterprising spirit
that had been lying dormant for years as the
leftist mentality prevailed.
The country's goal of catching up with
developed countries on the one hand and
the demonstrative effects of "letting some
people and some regions get rich first" on
the other, directly resulted in double-digit
GDP growth over the last three decades.
Moreover, the fast-growing Chinese
economy has become a dynamo that has
helped boost the world economy.
It was against this background that
"faster development speed" naturally dominated the minds of the central and local authorities in dealing with economic work.
This speed-obsessed mentality is fuelled
by the prevailing GDP-first "outlook of accomplishments" in gauging officials' perforDevelopment continues on Page 3
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RACE: Are we so
different?
Explore the Reality-and
Unreality of Race
On Wednesday, January 10, the Science
Museum of Minnesota will be among the
first museums in the country to confront the
issue of race and racism in the United States
when the RACE: Are We So Different? Exhibit makes its world premiere in the U.S.
Bank Great Hall on level 4.
We all know that people look different.
Throughout history, those differences have
been a source of strength, community and
personal identity. They have also been the
basis for discrimination and oppression.
And while those differences are socially
and culturally real, contemporary scientific
understanding of race and human variation
is complex and may challenge how we think
about it. The American Anthropological
Association, in collaboration with the Science Museum of Minnesota, is developing
RACE to help visitors understand what race
is and what it is not. It will give them the
tools to recognize racial ideas and practices
in contemporary American life.
The exhibit explores three themes: the
everyday experience of race, the contemporary science that is challenging common
ideas about race, and the history of this idea
in the United States.

2007

Everyday Experience of Race
Race is embedded in virtually all aspects
of American life. Here visitors can explore
social and personal experiences of race in
familiar settings such as home and neighborhood, health and medicine, and educaDevelopment from Page 2
mances. As a matter of fact, those who made
sure their areas or sectors achieved high
GDP growth have really managed to climb
the ladder of officialdom.
Now, why is "better" put before "faster"
in the economic development strategy?
It is because very limited room is now
left for speed-oriented economic development. Only better economic results can assure sustainable development. So, in the
opinion of this author, only by improving
the quality of economic development can
healthy and fast development take place in
the 21st century.
In the past nearly three decades since
the reform and opening up were launched,
the speed of the Chinese economy's development has been somewhat based on extensive growth. In some localities and
sectors, high-speed growth was made for
the sake of speed.
This extensive-growth model has cost
China dearly, while helping enhance the
country's overall strength and raise the standard of living.
The tangible cost is enormous energy
and resources consumption, environmental
pollution and damage to the ecosystem.
The intangible cost is that the defective
industrial structure and distribution remain
hidden and masked.
As a result, the model whereby economic
growth relies exclusively on investment has
remained unchanged for a long time. Production overcapacity, therefore, becomes a
Sword of Damocles hanging overhead.
When this "sword" falls, the country's un-
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Minnesota Minghua
Chinese School holds
10th Anniversary
Celebration

tion and schools. Discover that race and racism is not inside our heads, but in fact is
built into our laws, traditions, and institutions.

The Science of Human Variation
Racial and ethnic categories, which have
changed over time, are human-made. We now
know that human beings are more alike genetically than any other living species. Scientifically, no one gene, or any set of genes,
can support the idea of race. This section
focuses on what current science knows
about human variation and our species’ history.

History of the Idea of Race
Race has not always existed. Sorting
people by physical differences is a recent
invention, only a few hundred years old.
Discover how the development of the idea
of race is closely linked to the early development of the United States.
“How can it be that so many
well-meaning white people have
never thought about race when so
few blacks pass a single day without
being reminded of it.”
...Patricia J. Williams, columnnest and legal
scholar
For more information or to plan a Science Museum visit, call (651) 221-9444 or
visit www.ssm.org. 
employment rate will shoot up sharply, the
urbanization process will grind to a sudden
halt and the outlet for the nation's 200 million surplus rural laborers will be blocked.
Worse still, this extensive fast growth
would put the brakes on the scientific and
technological creativity that is vitally important to China's competitiveness in the world
today and would make the country technologically dependent on the developed nations.
This means that we could have made
progress yesterday, are able to retain growth
momentum today, but could lose heavily
tomorrow.
So putting "better" before "faster" is not
merely an expedient, but reflects the change
in priority of the country's development
strategy.
Then, how can "better results" be
brought about?
First, the existing industrial structure
must be overhauled and optimized, with energy- and resource-saving techniques and
environmental protection the top priority.
Second, the country's technological creativity and innovative power ought to be
enhanced, finding expression in the upgrade
of products, the nurturing of famous brands
and the increase of added value.
Third, macroeconomic co-ordination
should be continuously applied to accelerate the change of growth model.
Decision-makers at all levels should be
highly aware of the negative impact of deficient consumer demand on sustainable economic development. The stumbling blocks
in the way of boosting consumption demand
should be cleared away at all costs and con-

MMCS Chair Mr. Wu and Chinese Consul Wen from Chicago (photo by Yan Jianhua)
On Sunday, Dec. 17, 2006 from 1 to
4:30PM at Maranatha Hall of Northwestern
College in St. Paul, Minnesota Minghua
Chinese School (MMCS) held a student
works exhibition and performance to celebrate its 10th anniversary. Many parents
along with the MMCS students plus many
organizations and individuals attended this
big event. Among the special guests who
attended this celebration include Consuls
Wen ZhenCai and Wu DeMin, ConsulateGeneral of PR China in Chicago, Mee Moua,
Minnesota State Senator and Alice Seagren,
Minnesota DOE Commissioner. Some special guests who could not attend but sent
congratulatory letters included: Yu Wei,
former MOE of PR China; Xu JingZhong,
Consulate General of PR China in Chicago;
U.S. Senators Norm Coleman and Mark Dayton; St. Paul Mayor Chris Coleman, Minne-

sota State Senator Larry Pogemiller, and others.
Since its founding in 1996, MMCS has
been growing steadily and healthily with the
love and support of parents, students, teachers, and local organizations, businesses and
individuals. The school now has more than
30 classes of 13 grade levels, with over 500
students and over 40 teachers and staff. In
addition to teaching Chinese, the school also
teaches Chinese history, math, arts, singing, dance, martial arts, speech, chess and
other subjects. MMCS has made significant
contribution to Chinese education in the
state of Minnesota.
The Chairman of MMCS board of Director is Mr. Jianxiong Wu; the Principal of
MMCS is Mr. Shuxian Hu. More details and
update about MMCS can be found on the
web site: http://www.minhua.com. 

Singing by Minhua Chorus and MMCS students (photo by Yan Jianhua)

MMCS students performing GuZheng
(photo by Richard He)
sumer needs ought to be spurred by all possible means. The income gaps between rural
and urban residents in particular should be
narrowed and the development disequilibrium between different areas bridged.
The author is a researcher with the China
Foundation for International and Strategic
Studies. 
Source: China Daily 12/20/2006 page4

American Parents performiing with their
little ones who are studying Chinese at
MMCS (photo by Richard He)
More MMCS photos on Page 15

LET US HEAR FROM YOU
Have an observation or comment about
something you read in CHINAInsight?
Write a Letter to the Editor
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First Annual Asian Business
Forum held by Wells Fargo
nesota Demographer, was introduced as, the
least exciting speaker.
Although not exciting, he was entertaining, and did provide some interesting demographic statistics. He stated that Minnesota
was growing more diverse and based on the
growth during the past 15 years, its population of color increased by over 100 percent
while only by 36 percent for the rest of the
United States.
See Table 1.
Gillaspy further noted that during this
same period, the Asian population grew from
50,000 to over 200,000.
See Table 2.
In 2000, the definition changed to include the possibility of people of multiple
race
He also commented on the fact that the
Asian population was getting younger while
the rest of the population in Minnesota was
growing older which will cause disparities
in educational and health outcomes.
See Table 3.
After a short break the Forum resumed
with Sharon Garth, Vice President, Supplier
Diversity, as the next speaker and she spoke
about the company’s philosophy regarding
Wells Fargo’s mission to proactively seeking minority-owned, women-owned and disable-owned suppliers. Since Wells Fargo
buys all kinds of goods and services, it seeks
to expand supplier diversity by being proactive and has a program in place to assist
diverse suppliers but cautions that such
suppliers need to have patience since it could
take as long as two years to go through the
process and become a supplier to Wells
Fargo.

Brenda Fong, Asian Connection Chair,
then introduced other Asian Connection Ace
Team members that spoke briefly about the
various services that they could provide
through their locations throughout the Twin
Cities. It is worth noting that Wells Fargo
offers a very competitive international remittance service to send money home to
many Asian countries
The last speaker of the day was Vikas
Dumra, Asian Connection Treasurer and
2007 Chair of Asian Connection.
At the conclusion of the forum, the group
was also encouraged to submit applications
for the Asian Business Leadership Award
that is jointly sponsored by The US Pan
Asian American Chamber of Commerce
(USPAACC) and Wells Fargo. The
USPAACC/Wells Fargo Asian Business
Leadership Award celebrates the vision, success and community contributions of Asian
entrepreneurs
in the United
States. Three
winners will
each receive a
cash award of
US$5,000 and
will also be rec
ognized at the
2 0 0 7
CelebreAsian
Conference in
San Francisco,
Wells Fargo CEO Dick
CA. ApplicaKovacevich
tions must be
received by March 12, 2007 and can be obtained at www.uspaacc.com. (USPAACC)
and Wells Fargo. 

Table 1

Upper Midwest Becoming More Diverse But Still Less Than The Nation

Note: Population except white alone, not Hispanic, 2005 Census Bureau estimate
Table 2

Asian Population Of Minnesota Has Grown Substantially Since 1980

Census counts and estimates
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American guitar
making giant buys
into Chinese piano
company
Gibson Guitar Corp. of the United States
has announced that it has acquired 100 percent ownership of Dongbei Piano Co., Ltd,
one of the largest piano producers in China.
Dongbei Piano Co. is based in Yingkou, a
city in northeast China's Liaoning Province.
The terms of the sale were not disclosed.
Dave Berryman, President of Gibson
Guitar Corp., says "As a major producer in
mainland China, Dongbei Piano boasts a
great reputation the world over. Gibson will
fully bolster Dongbei Piano's development
by introducing advanced manufacturing and
marketing concepts to upgrade its competitiveness in global markets."
The acquisition of Dongbei Piano is another important move after acquiring the U.S.
piano maker Baldwin, Henry Juszkiewicz,
Chairman and CEO of Gibson Guitar Corp.
Dongbei Piano will soon become the
second-largest piano manufacturing facility
in China and a major manufacturing base for
Gibson, according to Juszkiewicz. The new
company will be named Baldwin Dongbei
Piano Instrument Co., Ltd.

Dongbei Piano was founded in 1952. It
currently employs more than 2,000 workers
and produces 30,000 upright pianos and
10,000 grand pianos, a year, making it the
third-largest piano producer in China.
Dongbei Piano sells its products to more
than 20 countries.
"There is no doubt that joining Gibson
is the right choice for Dongbei Piano," said
Zhang Daming, the General Manager of
Dongbei Piano. "Cooperation with an industry leader like Gibson greatly enhances
our strengths, and we are expecting Dongbei
Piano's continued and further success in
both the domestic and overseas markets."
Source: Xinhua


Baosteel gets
S&P's highest
rating
China's largest steel maker, Shanghai
Baogang Group Company (Baosteel), has
one of the best credit ratings in the world,
according to the latest rating report issued
by Standard & Poor.
The company has been given an A-, up
from a BBB+, one of only two global steel
companies - South Korea's steel giant
POSCO is the other - with that rating.
A statement from Baosteel said the upgrade reflected Standard and Poor's confidence in the company and will help them
raise more funds on the overseas capital
market.

Standard & Poor's gave Baosteel a BBB+
in its first assessment of the group in 1997,
but reduced it to BB+ in 1999 following its
merger with Shanghai Metallurgy and
Meishan Iron and Steel Company. Baosteel
was back up to a BBB+ rating in December
2004 after its business performance had improved.
Baosteel is China's largest iron and steel
conglomerate. It ranks fifth in the world with
an annual steel output of 20 million tons. It
ranked 296 on Fortune Global 500 this year
with sales revenue of US$16.2 billion in 2005.

Source: Xinhua

Table 3

Minnesota Population Change By Age 2000-2005

Census Bureau estimates

business
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Dr. Dianne Chong of Chinese companies
Boeing elected vice protect their own
president of ASM
IPRs
International
Dr. Chong is the lead director for defining and implementing a solid strategy for all
of Boeing Engineering. She is also responsible for leading both the enterprise and IDS
engineering process councils, which cover
45,000 engineers.
Before being named to her present position, Dr. Chong was director of material and
process technology in Boeing’s Phantom
Works. Prior to this, she headed three engineering departments at Boeing St. Louis:
Materials, Processes, Standards &
Producibility; Liaison Engineering; and Production/Process Engineering.
From 1990-93, Dr. Chong was a staff specialist in the Materials & Process Group at
McDonnell Douglas Missile Systems Co..
She had joined McDonnell Douglas Astronautics in 1986 as a lead engineer in Materials & Process.
Dr. Chong received bachelor’s degrees
in both biology and psychology from the
University of Illinois in 1971, and earned her
master’s degrees in both physiology (1975)
and metallurgical engineering (1983) from the
University. She utilized the knowledge from
these two disciplines to develop porous titanium prostheses. In 1986, Dr. Chong com-

pleted her doctoral work by developing a
steelmaking technology derived from methods used by the ancient Chinese and received her Ph.D. from the University of
Illinois. She completed an Executive Master
of Manufacturing Management program at
Washington University in 1998.
Dr. Chong has served as the St. Louis
representative to Military Handbook 5, chairing the aerospace users’ and titanium casting groups. She is also a member of TMS,
AIAA, SAE, SME, SWE, Beta Gamma Sigma,
and Tau Beta Pi.
ASM International, The Materials Information Society, serves the materials science
and engineering profession. ASM's worldwide membership is comprised of 38,000 research scientists, materials engineers,
faculty members, industrial and manufacturing engineers, technicians and students
whose work involves advanced materials,
processes that improve performance and
applications that improve our quality of life.
ASM's Materials Park headquarters near
Cleveland, Ohio is known for the world's largest openwork geodesic dome. Visit
www.asminternational.org for details. 
Source: Newswise

CDB backs China
push to invest
overseas
“China Development Bank (CDB), the
world’s largest development institution by
assets, is to put more resources behind the
overseas expansion of Chinese enterprises,
particularly in natural resource projects, its
top executive said.
The bank’s shift of direction is likely to
bring it into conflict with western-dominated
multilateral lenders concerned about China’s
record on human rights and environmental
issues. CBD has so far focused on domestic
power and transport projects, such as the
Three Gorges dam. By the end of last year,
only Rmb 64 billion (GBP 4 billion) of its total of Rmb 1,732 billion in outstanding loans
were for foreign projects – under 4 percent.
But Chen Yuan, CDB governor, told The Financial Times it was seeking international
financing opportunities in energy and minerals. He said the bank’s lending for foreign
projects had grown ‘very fast’ and was expected to rise. ‘We follow the biggest market players in China [abroad],’ he said. His
comments suggest CDB is set to become
integral to financing the overseas push by
China’s state-owned enterprises.
Beijing has encouraged domestic companies to invest offshore, both to sharpen
global competitiveness and to secure raw
materials under China’s ‘resource security’
policy.
CDB has extended credit to local groups
with foreign operations, among them tech-

nology companies Huawei and Lenovo,
auto giant Chery, and resource groups China
National Petroleum Corporation, Sinopec
and Minmetals. The bank has sent teams to
Venezuela, Russia and central Asia. A likely
target is Africa, where Chinese groups have
a big presence. ‘We are making our strongest efforts to support these projects abroad
and assist the countries where these projects
are located,’ said Chen.
The governor confirmed that the bank
was negotiating to set up a financing mechanism for several projects in Venezuela. The
government of Hugo Chávez, President, had
said it was preparing a fund of up to US$6
billion to build housing, roads, railways and
telecommunications, with the Chinese contributing US$4 billion. …” [The Financial
Times (UK), Reuters, Agence France Presse
and Dow Jones also report on the FT article]
In related news, The Associated Press
writes that “Chinese economic planners
met…to set goals for 2007 amid efforts to
keep the country's sizzling growth from racing out of control. Chinese authorities are
faced with a tricky balancing act of sustaining economic growth to lift the nation's
masses out of poverty while clamping down
on real estate development, which appears
to be creating a glut of apartment buildings,
malls and golf courses. The Central Economic Work Conference, a body created by
CDB continues on Page 6

Early this year, Chinese flash-memory
product maker Netac filed a lawsuit in the
Eastern District of Texas against its American competitor PNY Technologies for infringements on its patent, a move aimed at
leveling the playing field in its overseas development. The Shenzhen-based company
claimed PNY Technologies violated its U.S.registered patent on an electronic flashmemory external storage method and device.
It also requested the court suspend sales of
PNY's flash-memory storage devices. "We
want to get a fair competition in the United
States, while Netac is expanding its presence in the overseas market," said Deng
Guoshun, president of Netac.
The lawsuit is one of the rare cases of a
Chinese company suing a U.S. firm for infringements of intellectual property rights
(IPRs) in the United States, while many Chinese companies receive complaints from foreign companies on similar accusations. "It
is an encouraging sign that Chinese companies become mature in using IPRs to protect

their interests, as more and more Chinese
companies have developed their own innovations and the country is trying to become
an innovative nation," said Hu Zuochao,
vice-president of Patent Protection Association of China.
PNY is a computer-related peripheral
maker based in Parsippany, New Jersey,
which was one of the top three flash-memory
product makers in the United States. The
flash-memory product market is estimated
at US$2 billion. Netac hired Morgan Lewis
& Bockius LLP, one of the top 10 U.S. law
firms and said it was also looking into possible actions against other players in the
market. The patent application received protests from 19 other international makers because it covered very wide areas and might
stop any other companies from entering the
market, and was finally approved by the U.S.
authorities. After that, Netac began to contact makers of those devices in the United
States, including PNY and SanDisk. In addition, it sued a factory of the Japanese giant
Sony in Wuxi of East China's Jiangsu Province, in October 2004, but the court has yet
to rule on the case. Netac had also filed a
legal action in patent infringement against
the domestic company Beijing Huaqi Information Digital Technology Co Ltd in 2002
and won the case in the first trial in 2004.
"We have spent a huge amount of
money and energy on research and development, so we hope other makers will honor
our IPRs," said Deng. Deng also said that
about 10 companies have already licensed
the technology from Netac, including the
South Korean giant Samsung Electronics.

Source: China Daily
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IBM moves its global
procurement headquarters to
Shenzhen
IBM, the world’s biggest computer services firm announced the relocation of its
global procurement headquarters from New
York to Shenzhen. The decision to move the
firm to Shenzhen came after the company’s
Asia-Pacific office completed its move to
Shanghai from Tokyo this year. This marks
the first time the headquarters of an IBM
corporate-wide organization has been located outside the United States, the company said in a statement.
IBM has been sourcing in Asia for more
than 50 years. The demand for software and
services across Asia and worldwide is growing. Asia is home to more than 1,850 IBM
procurement and logistics professionals,

many of whom work at the China Procurement Center in Shenzhen which has been
operating for more than a decade. China is
increasingly a key market for many tech companies. In 2004, the country overtook the
United States as the world’s largest exporter
of high-tech goods such as laptop computers, mobile phones and digital cameras.
Sony, Sanyo, Samsung, Wal-Mart,
Carrefour, B&Q, IKEA and many other conglomerates have set up global or regional
procurement offices in the city of Shenzhen.
The IBM move highlighted Shenzhen’s attraction as a sourcing center for multinational companies.
Source: NAROS
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Minnetonka, MN 55345
Hwy 7 and 101, SW corner
Marco Polo
China looking for
Hotel Opens in
tech investors
Shenzhen
As China continues to receive foreign
The Marco Polo Hotel Shenzhen has investment, it will be looking to welcome inopened for business. The five-star full service business hotel is located in the heart of
the new Futian Central Business District of
the city. It is close to the Civic Center and
the new Shenzhen Convention and Exhibition Center. The hotel has 6 restaurants,
swimming pool, gymnasium, sauna and spa.
The hotel’s rooms and suites are equipped
with broadband internet access, state-of the-art communications and entertainment
facilities. The hotel also has 30 function
rooms, including one auditorium that can
accommodate up to 3000 people and provide an ideal Shenzhen venue for meetings,
seminars and social events. 
Source: NAROS

vestors that have advanced technology to
offer. China’s Industry Guide for Foreign
Investors will undergo its third revision
since 1997. China hopes to concentrate more
investment into research and development
centers, high-tech industries, advanced
manufacturing, and the energy conservation
and environmentally conscious sectors. Investment that aids to improve and further
develop China’s agriculture, service industry and traditional manufacture will be encouraged as well. China’s growing interest
in high-tech industries like electronics, biology, petrochemical and medicines signifies
that China is refocusing its foreign investment. 
Source: NAROS

Church’s Chicken
seeking to
franchise in China
On of the biggest fast food chains in
America, is now preparing to enter the Chinese market by franchising stores. The executives of Church’s Chicken believe that
entering China will be an important strategy
for the development of the company.
Church’s Chicken was founded in 1952.

It now has more than 1600 stores all over the
world. Church’s Chicken has signed the
agreement with China Chain Store & Franchise Association to participate in the forthcoming session for overseas franchisors to
meet China local master franchisees. 
Source: NAROS
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China, India face
financial risks amid
global slowdown
“Asian powerhouses China and India
have to grapple with some critical problems
in their financial systems amid a projected
slowdown in global economic growth, experts warn.
The two large economies have been
growing rapidly in a relatively favorable external environment so far. But with the world
economy likely to slow down, China may
face a potentially large number of new defaults on nonperforming loans, warned
Jahangir Aziz, the China division head of
the International Monetary Fund (IMF). A
key reason for this, he said, could be falling
consumption in the world's most populous
nation, which had been expanding on the
back of rapid investment and trade surpluses.
‘The question is, can China keep on expanding its export markets without seeing a rise
in protectionist pressures or more stiffer
price competition from its competitors in a
world economy which is not growing as fast
as it used to be in the past few years,’ he

asked. They ‘could lead to a potentially large
number of new loan defaults on
nonperforming loans’ and ‘an adverse banking sector,’ Aziz said at the launching in
Washington of two new IMF books on the
expanding role of China and India in the
world economy. …
India, on the other hand, may see an end
to its dangerous living with high fiscal deficits amid the expected slowdown, another
expert told the forum. The country's fiscal
deficit in the last financial year was 4.1 percent of gross domestic product. A major challenge is whether India could absorb a
possible shift in the global environment,
which has been largely ‘benign’ in recent
years, said T. N. Srinivasan, professor of
economics at Yale University. … While the
two countries face very different challenges,
Pei Minxin of Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, a Washington-based think
tank, said India could outperform China in
the next decade. …” [Agence France Presse/
Factiva] 

U.S. says China
does not manipulate its currency
China does not manipulate its currency
to gain unfair trade advantage, the U.S. Treasury Department said Dec. 19.
The Treasury "concluded that no major
trading partner of the United States met the
technical requirements for designation" of a
country that is manipulating its currency to
gain unfair trade advantages, said the department in its report to Congress on international economic and exchange rate
policies.
In the first half of 2006, China had taken
further steps to strengthen and reform its
financial sector to accommodate currency
and interest rate fluctuations, said the report.

During the six months, China took further steps to reform the currency market and
RMB flexibility increased compared to the
last six months of 2005, the report said.
This increased flexibility, however, is
considerably less than is needed, it added.
The report, which the Treasury is required to deliver to Congress every six
months, also said "China's economy needs
a more balanced pattern of growth that is
more consumption-based with a flexible exchange rate regime and a modernized financial sector." 
Source: Xinhua

Retreating eBay shutters China
site: report
EBay Inc., in its second big pullback from
Asia, is shutting down its main Web site in
China and replacing it with a site that would
be largely run by a Beijing-based Internet
company, The Wall Street Journal reported.
The report quoted people familiar with
the matter as saying that the San Jose, Calif., company will announce… that it is taking a 49 percent stake in the new site in
partnership with online portal and wireless
operator Tom Online Inc.
"Working with Tom should be a good
thing for eBay, so they have a company in
China that understands the local market,"
said Henry Yang, chief executive of research
firm iResearch Consulting Group.
While eBay has seen some success in
Europe, its Asian expansion has been rocky.

EBay expanded into Japan in 1999 but was
five months behind rival Yahoo Inc., which
launched its own auction site that year in
partnership with Japan's Softbank Corp.
EBay never caught up with Yahoo and left
Japan in 2002.
In China, eBay acquired online-auction
company EachNet for US150 million dollars
in 2003, but the latter still remains second to
TaoBao, which is a unit of Hangzhou-based
Alibaba.com Corp.
TaoBao had 67 percent of the Chinese
auction market for the first six months of the
year, compared with eBay EachNet's 29 percent, the report quoted China Internet Network Information Center as saying. 
Source: Xinhua
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Three generations of Liang May Seen’s
family to attend play and reception
By Pearl Bergad, CHF Advisory Committee
The Chinese Heritage Foundation
(CHF), in collaboration with 26 local Chinese
and Asian organizations, is sponsoring a
special afternoon premiere performance of
100 Men’s Wife, to be followed by a gala
reception, on Jan. 21. The Foundation has
located Liang May Seen’s granddaughter,
Barbara Woo Wong-Bjornaas, who now lives
in the state of Washington. Bjornaas was
thrilled to learn about this play and is planning to attend this event with her husband,
5 sons and their wives, and one grandchild,
all from Washington. Many in the local Chinese community will of course remember
Barbara’s parents, Howard and Lolita Woo.
Howard, Lolita, and Barbara lived with Liang
in the family home on 25th and Aldrich Ave.
S. in Minneapolis. Barbara grew up under
the loving care of Liang while Howard and
Lolita ran the landmark family restaurant,
John’s Place, in downtown Minneapolis (on
6th and Nicollet, next to Murray’s.) Barbara
has fond memories of going to Westminster
Presbyterian Church every Sunday morning with Liang and climbing the steps up to
their customary pew in the balcony. Liang
passed away when Barbara was 11.
Howard and Lolita continued to run
John’s Place for more than twenty years after Liang’s death. Jane Wilson, in her 90s
now and the last surviving Sunday school
teacher who taught English to Chinese immigrants at Westminster, remembers the restaurant well. She said the ornate interior, with
its ebony tables inlaid with mother-of-pearl,
was the ideal setting for the excellent food
served there. She still remembers what she

ate at her first dinner there in 1946: crispy some of the Chinese customs portrayed in
the play, and also on the pronunciation of
fried squab.
Another character in 100 Men’s Wife was the Cantonese dialogue. With the advice of
Woo Du Sing, brother of Liang’s husband, composer Zhang Ying, the Foundation will
also be making
Woo Yee Sing, and
suggestions of
his business partner
Chinese music that
at John’s Place. Du
might be heard in
Sing had a daughter,
San Francisco or
Margaret, who was
the Twin Cities at
married to Howard
the time period of
Chin. Howard, affecthe play.
tionately called ‘Big
According to
Boy’ by his friends,
Suzy Messerole,
also worked at the
Director of 100
family’s restaurant. In
Men’s Wife, “One of
the evenings, after
the great chalJohn’s Place closed,
lenges in directing
Howard would amble
Suzy Messerole (L) Director of 100 Men’s
this play is learning
over to the other landWife with Ming Tchou, CHF Founder
the history of the
mark Chinese restaurant, Nankin Café, and
time. I was never
taught about the Chinese Exclusion Act in
pitch in there as well.
The Chinese Heritage Foundation is de- school and it was really eye-opening to study
lighted to be involved in keeping our local the history of discrimination faced by early
immigrant history alive, and is excited that Chinese immigrants to immigrants to
so many organizations have joined together America. The racial injustice against Chinese
to celebrate this play. Many of these orga- workers in this country…both in Gold Mounnizations have worked together in the past: tain and in the legal immigration system…is
at the 50th and 60th anniversaries of the end really horrifying.”
Messerole further states that this period
of WWII; at the Hún Qiáo [Bridge of Souls],
A Concert of Remembrance and Reconcilia- is a chapter in U.S. history that needs to be
tion, presented by the Chamber Music Soci- told. She comments that Chinese immigrants
ety of Minnesota; and at Dragon 2000, a endured grueling questions at points of entry such as Angel Island and the way that
festive celebration of the new millennium.
Members of the Chinese Heritage Foun- Chinese immigrants were treated very difdation have been working with playwright ferently than European immigrants, made it
Jeany Park and director Suzy Messerole on extremely difficult, if not impossible, for Chi-

nese men to bring their wives and children
to the United States.
Although this play takes place over 100
years ago, according to Messerole’s research for the play, she feels little has
changed. Young girls continue to be brought
to this country and other countries and
forced into prostitution so Liang May Seen’s
story continues to be relevant today. Not
only is it the inspirational story of a woman
who escaped prostitution and went on to be
the first Chinese immigrant woman in Minnesota, but she also became a leader in her
community and when other Chinese women
began to come to Minnesota, she made their
transition much easier.
Messerole concluded her comments by
stating “The designers, actors and I look
forward to bringing her life to the stage and
sharing this part of Minnesota history with
a big audience. I have worked with the Chinese Heritage Foundation and have gained
a great deal of insight into Chinese culture
and made sure that the rituals and celebrations in the play are accurately portrayed.
This is a story of love, survival and hope.
Liang May Seen’s strength and courage inspired and helped an entire generation of
Chinese immigrants to Minnesota.”
To check on ticket availability contact
the History Theatre at 651-292-4323 or visit
their Web site at www.historytheatre.com.
For tickets to the Premiere performance and
reception on Sunday, Jan. 21, 2007, contact
your favorite Chinese/Asian organization or
check out www.chineseheritage
foundation.org. 

CCPIT delegation meets local Chinese media
A delegation of Chinese market and industry specialists led by Mr. Yu Ping, Vice
Chairman, China Council for the Promotion
of International Trade (CCPIT), visited Minnesota from Nov. 30 to Dec. 2. The
delegation’s visit was encouraged by the
Chinese Ministry of Commerce as a result of
Governor Tim Pawlenty’s mission to China
in November 2005.

CCPIT leaders with local media (photo
by Richard He)
The itinerary for this delegation included
a welcome breakfast hosted by U.S. Sen.
Norm Coleman, overview presentations of
Minnesota and possible investment opportunities, a visit to Medtronic on Dec. 1 as
well as visits to the Minneapolis Institute of
Arts and Mall of America on Dec. 2. On Dec.
1, this delegation spoke with reporters from
China Insight, a local Chinese newspaper
Huaxia Times and other Asian media at the
Minneapolis Hilton. Like many Chinese, they
are huge NBA fans. They watched the Timberwolves played the Denver Nuggets on
Dec. 1 at the Target Center.
Accompanying Mr. Yu Ping was Mr. Shi

Yuanqiang, deputy director, Fifth Division,
Department of North American and Oceanian
Affairs, Ministry or Foreign Affairs of PR
China; and Mr. Renrong Cai, Chief CCPIT,
CCOIC Representative to the United States
in Washington, D.C.

Vice Chairman Mr. Ping Yu and MTO International Trade Director Matthew Abbott
(photo by Richard He)
Yu Ping is a certified Senior Economist
who once served in the Ministry of Foreign
Trade, the Department or International Relations, and CCPIT. His years of leadership
with CCPIT include serving as Deputy Director of European Affairs and several offices before becoming Vice Chairman in 2003.
Yu speaks fluent English. His past experience made him very knowledgeable on many
US-China trade and business issues. He
said the CCPIT delegation is here to explore
ways to help Chinese companies and individuals invest in Minnesota. He said that
China is encouraging foreign investment
projects that develop the economy (especially industries in the areas of environmen-

tal improvement), spur economic growth and productivity, and bring employment
opportunities. Priority areas
include the agricultural sector,
managerial development and
training, conservation and
growth of new materials. The
reports raised some legal and
policy issues related to capital
flow, intellectual property, and
taxation. Yu briefly addressed
those issues and said that they CCPIT Vice Chairman Mr. Ping Yu (photo by
want to encourage foreign in- Richard He)
vestment, and at the same time encourage China Insight and other local Chinese orgaChinese firms in the private sector to invest nizations to promote and organize many
overseas.
events and Expos in China. CCPIT consoliEstablished in 1952, CCPIT is the largest dated all the U.S. offices into one national
trade and investment promotion organiza- office in Washington, D.C. He said this ention in China. This national non-govern- abled CCPIT to have the staff and resources
mental economic and trade organization has large enough to provide the best possible
some 70,000 member companies. It has rela- support that could not be offered with the
tionships with chambers of commerce and local offices.
industry, foreign trade associations, comThis delegation was hosted by Mr. Matpanies, enterprises, and banks in more than thew Abbott, International Trade Director,
180 countries and regions as well as many Mr. Liking Feng, International Trade Repreinternational organizations. It also has 18 sentative and others from Minnesota Trade
offices all over the world, including two in Office. 
the United States.
“The superior man underTen years ago, CCPIT had offices in
Minnesota and Dallas. Mr. Yao Ming (not
stands what is right; the inferior
the NBA star), director of CCPIT Minnesota
man understands what will
office several years ago, worked closely with
sell.”
...Confucius
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Huaxing Hot Springs offers something
for everyone
By Jennifer Nordin, Staff Writer
This is the first in a year-long series of articles about Minnesota’s sister state
Shaanxi, China in celebration of the 25th
anniversary of the sister state relationship.

H

uaxing Hot Springs is located at the
foot of Lishan Mountain, about 18.6
miles from Xi’an, capitol city of
Shaanxi Province in China. Huaxing Hot
Springs is known for its beautiful scenery
and for its significance in Chinese history.
It is said that King You of the Western Zhou
Dynasty (11th century BC-711 BC) built a
palace at this location. First Emperor Qing
(259 BC-210 BC) and Emperor Wu of the
Western Han Dynasty (206 BC-24) made
additions to the palace. During the Tang
Dynasty, Emperor Xuan Zong built the
Huaqing Palace.
In the reign of King You, a beacon tower
near Huaxing Hot Springs was used to summon the assistance of neighboring allies. A

fire in the beacon tower indicated invasion
by other ethnic groups. When Bao Si, a
beautiful girl from neighboring Bao, became
King You’s queen, she missed her family so
much that she remained solemn and never
smiled. In an effort to make Bao Si happy
King You, upon the advice of court official
Guo Shifu, lit a fire and neighboring armies
came to assist the king. The king gave Guo
Shifu 1,000 pieces of gold for the advice.
When the troops arrived, it was to the
laughter of Bai Si and King You who proclaimed the beacon a joke. This occurred
several times, and each time the fire in the
tower was lit, the troops came only to be
told that there was no threat and that they

could go home. Then, when a minority
tribe Quan Rong staged a rebellion against
the Western Zhou Dynasty, King You lit a
fire, but no one came to his aid because
they thought it was a joke. King You was
killed by the invaders and Bao Si was captured.
This gave rise to idioms such as “sovereign rulers are fooled by the beacon fire”
and “a single smile costs one thousand
pieces of gold.” This is similar to common
American saying, “don’t cry wolf” which
comes from the story of a boy who cried
out that he was threatened by a wolf just
to make others run to his rescue as a joke;
and when he was really threatened by a
wolf, he cried for help but no one came to
his aid because the believed it was another
joke.
In the Tang Dynasty, Huaxing Palace
was a place enjoyed by Emperor Xuan
Zong and his favored concubine Yang Guifei.
At the hot springs there are
five Imperial Pools: Lotus Pool,
Haitang (Crabapple) Pool,
Shangshi Pool, Star Pool and
Prince Pool. The Lotus Pool
and the Crabapple Pool were
built for Yang Guifei by order of
Emperor Xuan Zong. There is
also the amazing Nine-Dragon
Lake, an artificial lake covering
6,339 square yards. In the Huan
Garden of the Huaqing Palace
are the Lotus Pavilion, Viewing
Lake Tower (Wanghu Lou), Flying Rainbow Bridge (Feihong
Qiao), Flying Glow Hall (Feixia Ge), and FiveRoom Hall (Wujian Ting).
The Five-Room Hall sheltered Empress
Dowager Cixi after the Eight-Power Allied
Force captured Peking (Beijing) in 1900. It
also hid Nationalist Chiang Kai-Shek during
the Xi’an Incident that took place on December 12, 1936, also known as the Double
Twelfth Incident. After Japanese invasion
of China after the Incident of September 18,
1936, Chiang Kai-Shek resisted the idea of
joining forces with Communists to defeat
the Japanese.
On the morning of December 12, 1936,
Zhang Xueliang and Yang Hucheng, army
leaders who had advocated a united front

with the Communists, went to Huaxing Hot
Springs with some troops and defeated
Chiang Kai-Shek’s bodyguards. Chiang KaiShek snuck out and hid halfway up Lishan
Mountain behind a crevice. Zhang and Yang
found him and escorted him back to Xi’an.
Mao Zedong, on behalf of the Chinese
Communist Party Central Committee, called
for peaceful resolution of the Incident to
avoid civil war and present a united front
against Japan. Chiang was released December 25, 1936 and flew to Nanjing.
In April 1982, ruins of the Imperial Pools
and the Huaxing Palace of the Tang Dynasty
were discovered in a construction site. The
Museum of the Imperial Pools in the Tang
Dynasty Huaqing Palace opened to the public in 1990. Visitors of Huaxing Hot

Springscan see the hot springs; an impressive collection of inscriptions including 7
steles, 16 stones with poems, 7 stone inscriptions, 4 stone carvings, and 69 other
tablets—all representing exceptional calligraphy art; as well as the beacon tower and
Chiang Kai-Shek’s hiding spot on Lishan
Mountain.
Huaxing Hot Springs is destination that
displays natural beauty and art, and is a significant part of both ancient and modern
Chinese history. It has something for every
visitor, no matter their interests. 

References:
www.cnhomestay.com
www.china-travel-agent.com
www.travelchinaguide.com

Alarms protect
Shaanxi artifacts

S

haanxi Province, a treasure
trove of ancient cultural artifacts in China's Northwest, has
installed a system of hi-tech
burglar alarms to better protect
its valuable relics.
Provincial officials started with the
Pingling Mausoleum, the tomb of the sixth
emperor and empress of the Western Han
Dynasty (206 BC - AD 24), where they have
installed a device called a Ground Wave
Detection and Alarm System to monitor the
tomb and surrounding area, said Zhou
Kuiying, director of the Relics Protection
department of the Shaanxi Provincial Administration of Cultural Heritage.
"The device is China's first alarm system to fight against robberies of ancient
tombs. It divides the tomb into 28 sections
and monitors them 24 hours a day. Any
changes in the ground wave caused by illegal excavation will be detected, setting
off an alarm," the director told China Daily.
"The system makes it easy to notify local relic-protection units and guards that
someone is attempting to rob a tomb," Zhou
added.

Shaanxi is home to 72 emperor's tombs.
Most of these are located in remote areas,
making it difficult to patrol them.
Zhou said provincial authorities would
gradually install the system at all the ancient tombs in order to better protect the
relics and deter tomb-robbing.
Local authorities and police have been
working to stop such robberies and have
taken a stern approach to dealing with robbers.
Early [last month], police arrested seven
suspects who had robbed an ancient tomb
in August [2006] in Hancheng in eastern
Shaanxi.
The tomb dates back to the Western
Zhou Dynasty (the 11th century - 771 BC),
said Luo Xizhe, director of the Policy and
Law Department of the Shaanxi Provincial
Administration of Cultural Heritage.
The Regulations of Shaanxi Province
Cultural Relics Protection, which came into
force on Oct. 1, [2006], provide improved
legal support to efforts to crack down on
tomb-robbing.
The hi-tech alarm system will make it
easier to catch offenders, Luo said. 
Source: China Daily
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World from Page 1

Around the World and Back
spiritually touching, and watching the flag
descend in Tiananmen Square was equivalent to watching the changing of the guard
at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.
Departing from Beijing, I boarded a
heavily populated train car, where I would
sleep for the next fourteen hours traveling
to Qingdao. My train ticket was for the soft
sleeper class. I had bought a wonderful book
before I left for China: Fodor’s Beijing and
Shanghai. This book helped me in more
ways then one on this trip. I read in the
book about the diverse sleeping classes: soft
sleeper, hard sleeper and no sleeper. I was
thankful to be in a soft sleeper cabin, even if
there were three other individuals.

I went to the beach, we were practicing our
Chinese characters in the sand, when within
seconds a crowd had gathered and were
watching us. They circled around us watching intently, shouting and yelling the characters we were writing. We were turning
this into a game; who could get them to say
our word first.
During a Saturday afternoon I went
shopping for food and I heard a young child
shout, “Hello how are you!” I knelt down
and conversed with the small boy for a bit,
pulling out my wallet I handed him an American dollar bill. His eyes were as large as the
moon at the sight of American currency. I
extended my hand and offered him the dollar. He smiled from ear to ear, said “thank
very much” and ran off, I got the point. Almost every person I encountered in China
was polite and excepting of the “Meiguoren”
or “American.”
Sven and Blake practicing their Chinese language skills at the beach

Blake at the Great Wall
My train had departed from Beijing two
hours early and I knew my guide would not
be waiting for me. The moment I stepped off
of the train I was overcome with feelings of
anxiety and instantaneous helplessness. I
calmed my nerves, held my head high, and
tried to formulate a plan for contacting my
guide. Imagine being put into a situation of
knowing where you are going, but not knowing how you are going to get there. You know
who is supposed to be there to greet you,
but have no idea what he or she looks like
and are at a point where everyone looks the
same to you. Everything and everyone
around you is in a different text then what
you are accustomed to. People look at you
as foreign and unaccustomed, as though you
are straight out of the Discovery Channel.
You have no common ground on which you
both can communicate. You are feeling helpless.
My professor at the University gave me
all of my contact’s information and a phone
card to call on, but everything was in Chinese. I used some of the phrases I had
learned and studied on my own to try and
get help from two younger people, but no
success.
The purpose of my trip to China was to
study at Ocean’s University of China in
Qingdao taking a Chinese language course
offered for three weeks. The classes consisted of three weeks, five days a week, and
four hours a day. Nothing but spoken Chinese; except for my textbooks that were
printed in English. My stay in Qingdao was
the highlight of my trip. I met people from
the United States, France, Europe, Russia,
Britain and Germany. Each individual in the
OUC Chinese program spoke Chinese at
varying proficiency levels. Qingdao had
many things to offer: Beautiful beaches, a
German brewery, entertaining nightlife, the
country’s renowned seafood, and a wonderful atmosphere to learn spoken and written Chinese.
One afternoon some fellow students and

forget the drunken shrimp. Drunken shrimp
are shrimp brought out in a tank that have a
bottle of alcohol equivalent to American
Everclear. The bottle is uncorked and tethered to a string so it may be lowered into the
tank. Once done, the shrimp are slowly killed
in the liquid. They swim around sporadically,
then and you bite the heads ff while they are
Tsingtao Factory Tour
alive, quite brutal.
Cab drivers were always very friendly
One afternoon in Qingdao at a small resand willing to converse. I liked taking cabs taurant, Sven, a German friend of mine,
for that exact reason. I had taxi drivers in picked out a fish and the guy insisted we
Qingdao who wanted me to teach them En- watch him kill it. The Chinese gentleman
glish. One time our taxi driver was so im- brought us to a back room where he smashed
pressed with my friend’s Chinese that he the amphibious creature’s skull with a blunt
gave us the ride free of charge. In Qingdao I wooden rod.
toured the Tsingtao beer factory. Qingdao
That same week in Qingdao on a nice
is known for their seafood, but mostly their night my friend Mike, an American student
beer. Everyday you could find a keg stop fluent in Chinese, and I went out for a drink.
on the street and purchase fresh day old Here was the first and only time I have enbeer poured right into a plastic bag: 50 US countered a situation of reverse discriminacents for about sixty ounces.
tion abroad. We sat down at an outside table
The American dollar was very strong in on an over crowded patio and ordered two
China; on an 8 to 1 trade ratio we did a lot of beers and some snacks. Afterwards when
shopping. The fake markets were an experi- we were presented with the check Mike noence all of their own. You could buy every- ticed he charged us about USD7 per beer
thing from meat on a stick, a fake watch or a which was outrageous. Mike talked to the
purse, shoes, silk, pearls, the list just goes nearby tables yelling in Chinese with fruson; but the night markets were the most en- tration insisting that the employee had overtertaining.
charged us. While he was doing this, I sat at
our table watching a juvenile kid spit and throw food
at a young dog that had
been caged behind our
table. Earlier Mike and I had
joked about how they
where most likely going to
turn the dog into some sort
of meal. I learned from a cab
driver that in China, dog
owners pay a tax every year
allowing them to keep their
dog. Another lesson
learned.
Attempting to resolve
Blake at the Temple of Heaven
our meal price indiscretion,
Throughout my stay in China I ate many Mike talked to three tables in all, one table
interesting cultural foods: items that would would not tell him the price they paid, anbe considered pets in America, dishes that other table told him that he had been charged
would be described as grotesque and fasci- three times the amount and to fight the man,
nating items where the look on the surface at the last table a gentleman had said that he
did not do the taste justice. I ate conven- felt sorry for us and that they where taking
tional foods like shrimp prawns, clams, scal- advantage of us. He tried to help, but the
lops, rice, tofu and eggplant. Then there were employee would not change the price. That
the full bodied fish, conches dipped in vin- man offered to pay for our food and beer
egar, live ocean bugs, rabbit, dog (a Korean because he felt so awful for us, but our tab
food), turtle, a Quanjude Beijing duck din- was the equivalent to what an average emner, seaweed gelatin, slugs, and I will not ployee makes in two weeks; we could not

allow him to pay for our bill. After all was
done the employee took off the price of the
food and just charged us for the beer, which
was enough proof for us; you don’t negotiate food prices.
With so many nice people around I had
been given the opportunity to teach English
a few hours a day to two students in their
homes in exchange for some spending
money. I taught six hours in total and had a
great time doing it. In China students are
forced to learn English at the fourth grade
level. One student asked me if I had been
taught Chinese in school and I told him that
I had studied Spanish and I did it of my own
free will. I also told him that when I was in
grade school that most didn’t even teach
Chinese until I was at a college level. The
boy thought that this was very unfair and I
agreed with him. He was fourteen and spoke
English very well. We studied on the ground
where the floor was hard and the temperature was hot.

Shanghai’s Pudong area
Qingdao was not as humid as Beijing or
nearly as polluted. The weather was normally in the low nineties with heavy cloud
cover. I never once saw the sun; just a glowing ball behind a thick low cloud ceiling. As
I finished my three week tenure at OUC I
started becoming homesick. Culture shock
never really set in, I just felt that I was in a
constant state of adaptation. When I left
World continues on Page 13
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IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
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Arthur Lee

International
School adds
Mandarin Chinese
to curriculum
The International School of Minnesota
(ISM) has been elected as one of only 50
schools across the United States for the new
Chinese Guest Teacher Program.
According to Sue Berg, Director of ICM,
this highly sough-after program is made possible through a partnership between the College Board and Hanban, the Ministry of
Education in China, which will enable qualified language teachers from China to work in
chosen schools in the U.S.
Guest teaches, equipped with teacher certification from China and a minimum of three
years of experience will help to develop an
authentic Chinese language and culture program at ISM. As noted by Berg, this will be
similar to the current Spanish and French programs and now students will have the opportunity to learn Chinese from native speakers.
In addition, guest teachers will also serve as
cultural resources for the local community.
From January, when the guest teacher arrives, until March of 2007, the focus will be
primarily on creating and designing the Chinese language program. Textbooks will be
identified and ordered, pacing charts and exams will be written and enrichment activities
planned.
Prior to the launch of the Mandarin Chinese language classes in late March, the
guest teacher will “shadow” current world

language teachers at ISM. “Great care will
be taken to ‘educate’ our guest to the
United States, to Minnesota and to ISM,
so that the transition is smooth in every
way” states Berg.
By March 19, 2007, which marks the beginning of the third term at ISM, Chinese
will be offered as an elective course for students in grades six through twelve. Afterschool language classes for elementary
students are planned for the Spring.
The International School of Minnesota
is a private, non-denominational college
preparatory school for preschool (age 3)
through grade 12. Established in Minnesota in 1985, ICM is part of the SABIS®
School Network, which is a worldwide educational organization comprised of 41
schools and 33,000 students in 14 countries.
In its 22-year history, ISM has graduated 183 students, all of whom have gone
on to pursue degrees at universities in Minnesota, the United States and around the
world. For additional information go to
www.ism-sabis.net.

www.chinainsight.info

The difference
between Chinese
and American
teachers
For the past 20 years, studies of math
achievement have shown that Chinese (and
other East Asian) children consistently outperform their American counterparts in almost every area. Explanations have focused
on differences ranging number-word systems and parental expectations to student
motivation and curriculum content.
Now a study published in Contemporary Educational Psychology by Columbia
University Teachers College Professor
Stephen Peverly and former Teachers College students Zheng Zhou of St. John’s
University and Tao Xin of Beijing Normal
University suggests that Asian teachers simply know more about math. In a comparison
of 162 third-grade mathematics teachers in
the United States and the People’s Republic
of China, the researchers found that while
American teachers were more knowledgeable about general educational theories and
classroom skills, Chinese teachers had stronger knowledge of the subject matter they
were teaching, as well as a better understanding of the overall elementary curriculum that
their students had covered and would cover
in later years.
The difference was partly attributed to
the fact that most U.S. teacher preparation
programs focus on how to teach mathematics rather than on mathematics itself – and
that once U.S. teachers become certified they
do not often have the opportunity to improve their knowledge of the subject. The
study’s authors also suggest that many U.S.
math teachers are not adequately prepared
to teach their subject because they, themselves, may have been poorly educated in
math in elementary and secondary school.
The study focused on teachers’ level of
knowledge about concepts, computations
and word problems involving fractions; their
skills in teaching fractions in a way that ensures student comprehension; and their
knowledge of more general issues such as
child development, learning theories, and
classroom management.
Researchers looked at both the content
teachers said they would assign to their students and the way they presented the concepts. While both Chinese and American
teachers used similar methods to teach fractions—using hands-on learning tools, folding pieces of paper, coloring in geometric
shapes.—there was a big difference in the
information each group presented. Most of
the American teachers in the study, when
asked to about their teaching methods, rarely
mentioned content. Chinese teachers, on the
other hand, spoke in great detail about the
content they present to students, and that
content demonstrated a deep understanding of the subject matter as well as knowledge of the entire elementary mathematics
curriculum.
Overall, Chinese teachers had a better
understanding of the mathematical concepts
they were teaching than did their U.S. counterparts. The study confirmed findings of a
previous study that found that U.S. teachers do not have “a profound understanding
of fundamental mathematics.” This, despite
the fact that all the American teachers in the

study held a bachelor’s degree and more than
half had obtained a master’s degree, while
most of the Chinese teachers were trained,
after junior high school, at a three-year
teacher-training school where they studied
subjects equivalent to those offered in high
school. American teachers also had taken
more courses on teaching methods and general educational and psychological principles related to teaching than did Chinese
teachers.
The researchers found that more experienced American teachers were better able to
identify important points for teaching fraction concepts. For Chinese teachers, however, mastery of this skill did not depend on
experience, with less experienced Chinese
teachers demonstrating the same proficiency
as their more experienced counterparts.
Chinese teachers also showed a better
understanding than American teachers of
their students’ prior mathematics knowledge
relating to fractions. The Chinese teachers
reviewed concepts students had studied
previously and found opportunities to lay
the groundwork for what students would be
learning later. American teachers rarely displayed the same understanding.
American teachers, on the other hand,
were more knowledgeable than Chinese
teachers about concepts covered in educational psychology texts.
Researchers summarized that while Chinese teachers were effective in providing
instruction based on how well they knew
the subject matter, their limited understanding of underlying psychological aspects of
learning could be problematic. This limitation could possibly lead to problems related
to student motivation, spontaneity, and creativity among other things. American teachers’ comparative lack of understanding of
the subject matter revealed that teacher
preparation programs in the U.S. should focus more on increasing understanding of
the subject and that in-service training
should be improved.
Teachers College is the largest graduate
school of education in the nation. Teachers
College is affiliated with Columbia University but is legally and financially independent. The editors of U.S. News and World
Report have ranked Teachers College as one
of the leading graduate schools of education in the country.
Teachers College is dedicated to promoting equity in education and overcoming the
gap in educational access and achievement
between the most and least advantaged
groups in this country. Through scholarly
programs of teaching, research, and service,
the College draws upon the expertise from a
diverse community of faculty in education,
psychology and health, as well as students
and staff from across the country and around
the world. 
For more information about the College,
please visit http://www.tc.columbia.edu.
© 2006 Newswise. All Rights Reserved.

HAPPY NEW
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U works on state's
Chinese program
By Cati Vanden Breul, Minnesota Daily
The University is playing a key role in
implementing a statewide initiative to increase Chinese language course offerings
in Minnesota schools.
Over the past few years, the number of
elementary, middle and high school students
learning Mandarin Chinese in Minnesota
classrooms has increased more than 60 percent, according to the Minnesota Department of Education.
The Legislature adopted a proposal from
Gov. Tim Pawlenty this year to develop and
provide school districts with common curriculum guidelines for a K-12 Chinese language program.
The China Center, a division of the
University's Office of International Programs, is teaming up with the education department and school districts around the
state to make the goal a reality. The University is the only college in the state that prepares Chinese language instructors to
become licensed.
"We're working together to look for resources and opportunities on how to create
programs that benefit Minnesota and
China," said Hong Yang, director of the center.
A task force comprised of higher education representatives, educators, native Chinese speakers, business leaders and
department staff will set curriculum standards and present recommendations to the
legislature by Feb. 1, said John Melick, recruitment and pathways coordinator for the
education agency.
"We are looking at ways to provide more
(Chinese) teachers, improve teacher preparation programs, expedite teacher licensing
and develop a common curriculum," Melick
said.
Stephanie Connolly, an education department spokeswoman, said the taskforce's
main goal is to give more students the opportunity to learn Chinese.
"It's not a language that's widely taught
and we want to get more students exposed
to it," Connolly said.
Yang said the China Center aims to bring
qualified Chinese instructors to Minnesota

and create partnerships between the state
and China.
"As far as teachers' exchange, there are
so many schools that need (teachers)," Yang
said. "We can exchange English teachers in
China for Chinese teachers to come here."
He said students who learn Chinese will
have an advantage in the global market because of China's increasing economic
growth.
"It's all related to trade activism," Yang
said.
The University's Center for Advanced
Research on Language Acquisition is helping St. Paul develop a Chinese language
curriculum for its schools.
"We're trying to get an articulated (kindergarten through college) curriculum to be
sequentially ordered so that kids going from
one year to another would have a seamless
transition to another class," said center coordinator Karin Larson.
The St. Paul school district received a
three-year, $680,000 federal grant to expand
its Chinese program, and the Center for Advanced Research on Language Acquisition
is written into the grant as a partner, Larson
said.
Ling Wang, who's in charge of the
University's Chinese language program in
the Asian languages and literatures department, said students will benefit from learning Chinese at a young age.
"The learning load is much heavier in
college than in K-12 and the younger they
are, the easier it is to learn another language,"
Wang said. "It's certainly more difficult for
adults than for a 14-year-old child to learn."
She said Chinese is the most spoken language in the world and an especially difficult language for Americans to master.
"Students often say it's like learning
three languages at one time; speaking is different from writing and writing is different
from pronunciations," Wang said.
Despite the challenges, interest in Chinese at the University has been increasing
each year. In fall 2001, approximately 146 students took the language. This semester, there
are 264 students studying it. 
© Copyright 2006 The Minnesota Daily

Director of China
Center resigns to
pursue position in
private sector
Hong Yang, Director of the University
of Minnesota’s China Center for the past
six and a half years has announced his resignation to accept a position with Griffin
International Companies as the Vice President for Asia Operation and CEO/President
of its China operation. The company is a
locally-based marketing firm that helps create private-label electronics and video game
accessories for major retailers. It had revenue growth of 370 percent and was ranked
the third fastest growing private company

in Minnesota in 2005.
According to an announcement that was
issued by Hong Yang, he stated that
“I came to the University of Minnesota
in June 2000 with a mission to re-build the
China Center. During my 6 and 1/2 years at
the China Center, I have taken the center to
a different level of activities both in Minnesota and in China. Before I came to the China
Center at the University of Minnesota, there
was no private/corporate donation at all
since the creation of the Center in 1979. I
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Minneapolis and St.
Paul among most
literate cities
In the America’s Most Literate Cities
study by Dr. John C. Miller, president of
Central Connecticut State University, ranks
Minneapolis and St. Paul in the top ten literate cities of the 70 largest cities (population
250,000 and above).
This study focuses on six key indicators of literacy: newspaper circulation, number of bookstores, library resources,
periodical publishing resources, educational
attainment, and Internet resources (introduced in the 2005 study). The original study
was published online in 2003 at the University of Wisconsin-Whitewater.
In the fourth year of the study, Minneapolis maintained its place as second most
literate city behind Seattle, Washington
(from the 2005 study). St. Paul’s rank improved four places to fifth. (St. Paul tied for
9th in 2005.)
Top 10 Literate Cities
City
Seattle, WA
Minneapolis, MN
Atlanta, GA
Washington, DC
St. Paul, MN
Pittsburgh, PA
Cincinnati, OH
San Francisco, CA
Portland, OR

Overall Rank 2006
1
2
3.5
3.5
5
6
7
9
10

For the number of bookstores, Minneapolis ranked 4th in the study and St. Paul
ranked 8th. Three variables were used to
determine a total score and consequent ranking for the number of bookstores:
1. Number of retail bookstores per 10,000
population
2. Number of rare and used bookstores per
10,000 population
3. Number of members of the American Booksellers Association per 10,000 population
Education Attainment was indexed with
three variables:
1. Percentage of the adult population with
an educational level of 8th grade or less
2. Percentage of the adult population with a
high school diploma or higher
3. Percentage of the adult population with a
bachelor's degree or higher
In this measure, St. Paul ranked 14th and
Minneapolis tied for 15th.
Internet resources were indexed as four
variables. These numbers were then divided
by the city population in order to calculate
ratios of internet resources available to the
population.
1. Number of library Internet connection per
10,000 library service population
2. Number of commercial and public wireless Internet access points per capita
3. Number of Internet book orders per capita
4. Percentage of adult population that has
have raised more than [US]$1.4 million so
far. The China Center program in building
U.S. - China bridges is very strong.
Our influence in [the] Minnesota community
is broad. I think that my mission has completed. It is time for me to move on to the
next challenging career.”
Hong Yang will begin his new job on
January 2, 2007. 

read newspaper on Internet
In this measure, St. Paul ranked 12th and
Minneapolis ranked 19th.
In the category of Library Support, Holdings, and Utilization, Minneapolis came in
9th and St. Paul 10th. Five variables were
indexed to determine a total score and consequent ranking:
1. Number of school media personnel per
1,000 public school students
2. Number of branch libraries per 10,000 library service population
3. Volumes held in the library per capita of
library service population
4. Number of circulations per capita of library service population
5. Number of library professional staff per
10,000 library service population
These numbers were then divided by the
city population in order to calculate ratios

Overall 2005 Rank
1
2
4
3
9.5
8
9.5
5
11

of library services and resources available
to the population.
For the Newspaper Circulation category,
Minneapolis ranked 4th and St. Paul ranked
15th. Newspaper circulation was indexed as
two variables. All figures divided by total
city population:
1. Weekday total circulation
2. Sunday total circulation
These numbers were then divided by the
city population in order to calculate ratios
of library services and resources available
to the population.
Two factors were used for the Periodical
Publishers component to derive a total score
and consequent ranking:
1. Number of magazine publishers with circulation over 2,500 per 100,000 population
2. Number of journals published with circulation over 500 per 100,000 population
Minneapolis tied for 9th and St. Paul was
10th.
According to the study’s author, Dr.
John W. Miller, “the ranking is necessarily
an interpretation of data. What matters most
is not whether the rank ordering changes
but what communities do to promote the
kinds of literacy practices that the data
track.”
Visit http://www.ccsu.edu/AMLC06 for
the complete results of the study of
America’s Most Literate Cities in 2006. 

Visa to China
Fast Safe Cheap
MN China Tribune Visa Service Center
566 N Selling Ave., St. Paul, MN 55104
Tel: 651-644-4294 or 651-387-0234
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China must focus
on poverty safety
nets

www.chinainsight.info

World Bank eyes
African joint
financing in China

China needs to focus more on improving insurance The World Bank has proposed to China the idea of
and social welfare programs now that it has made joint financing development projects in Africa, a seinitial progress in the fight against poverty, World nior Bank official said
“James Adams, the World Bank's Vice interfering in other countries' affairs. But
Bank said
David Dollar, the Bank's Country Director for China, said that as the poverty rate
declined -- from 16 percent in 2001 to 10 percent in 2004 by the Bank's measure -- its
dynamics were changing too, requiring a new
approach. ‘Traditionally, China has had very
successful poverty reduction projects that
focus on helping poor areas grow, and that
continues to be important,’ Dollar told a
news conference. However, he cited new
World Bank findings as showing that more
than half of China's poor today did not live
in villages officially designated as poor -and that about 70 percent of them had been
impoverished by an ‘income shock’ in the
past couple of years such as crop loss, health
problems or injury. ‘This suggests that further poverty reduction in China will require
measures that reach households with different types of safety nets or insurance, for
example health insurance, crop insurance -but also welfare programs recognizing that
some households have no adult who can
work,’ Dollar said.…” [Reuters/Factiva]
Agence France Presse notes that “ …
[a]n analysis of poverty in the period from
2001 to 2003 shows a slight decline in the
income of the poorest 10 percent of China's
population, the World Bank said, confirming earlier media reports.… Overall, however,
the World Bank characterized China's economic policies as a success story, with 70
million people being lifted out of poverty in
just three years. In the period from 2001 to
2004, China reduced the number of people
living in poverty -- defined as spending less
than a dollar a day -- from 16 percent to 10
percent, according to the World Bank. …”
Reuters further writes that “… James

Adams, the World Bank's Vice President for
the East Asia and Pacific Region, said the
Bank also hoped to work with China to apply its experience in economic development
and reducing poverty to help other developing countries, particularly in Africa, with
which China recently held a major summit.
‘The recent conference on Africa, I think,
very nicely highlights the important role
China can play in terms of providing investment support and providing development
experience to specific African countries,’ he
said. Adams said the World Bank welcomed
China's engagement in Africa as positive
overall and that it was comfortable with
China's existing investments there.…Adams
said that the World Bank hoped to engage
Beijing in a dialogue on its Equator Principles -- a voluntary code of conduct under
which projects financed by private banks
meet such standards. …”
In a separate piece, Agence France
Presse reports that “… Adams said: ‘The
challenge very much in Africa is to put in
place mechanisms which ensure that the
substantial Chinese engagement is very
much a positive, constructive engagement.’
… China hopes to avoid ‘some of the behaviors of the international system with respect to what they call conditionality,’
Adams told a briefing in Beijing. ‘The international community has to respect that view
and there's certainly a range of other donors
that take that approach today,’ he said. Other
nations such as India, Brazil and Mexico are
also emerging as sources of financing for
the poorest parts of the world, he noted. …”

Source: World Bank

China is
unstoppable yet
unsustainable
In a special report on China, The Financial Times writes that “China has barely
paused for breath this year in its jet-propelled rise into a global power, returning the
country to a position its leaders and people
think it rightfully occupies.
For the third year in succession, the
economy is on track to grow by more than
10 percent, according to Chinese statistics,
a figure that many foreign investment bank
economists think understates the true pace
of development. … [But] China’s rapid development remains a curious mixture of the
unstoppable and the unsustainable.
The unstoppable part of the equation is
increasingly apparent to most close observ-

ers of the country. … But even by the
leadership’s own reckoning, the country’s
present development model is unsustainable. The rich-poor gap has grown so
quickly in recent years that the country is
now more unequal than the United States
and Russia, an astounding development,
given that two decades ago the country was
one of the most equal – even if that did mean
poor. China’s growth has continued to bring
down the poverty rate, from 16 to 10 per
cent in the three years from 2001, according
to the World Bank’s measure of US$1 a day
in consumption using global prices. But at
the same time, the poverty dynamic has
changed in a way that worries the leader-

President for the East Asia and Pacific region, said he did not think differing approaches to conditionality would constrain
their cooperation. Speaking at the end of his
first, week-long trip to China in his new job,
Adams said Chinese officials had sent out a
strong message that Beijing wanted to pool
strengths with the World Bank in many countries in Africa. ..." [Reuters/Factiva]
The Financial Times (UK) reports,"...
'We've had constructive discussions and
we're pretty confident that we'll be able to
find a broad range of activities where we
can work together,' he said. But Adams said
China had insisted it would not attach detailed conditions to its loans to governments
in Africa and other developing regions.
'Given that position, the challenge is in the
areas that they want to work: is there an
appropriate framework for investment and
will that investment be productive?' he said.
..."
According to Agence France Presse, "...
'China has a lot of lessons to offer for other
developing countries,' Adams said. 'China's
poverty reduction has been a very big part
of global poverty reduction in the last decade and I think it would be very good if
that experience can be more widely shared,'
he said. He said he had a 'constructive dialogue' with a number of agencies on China's
growing presence abroad, notably in Africa.
... 'The relationship with China is clearly
evolving and is becoming a very productive
two-way street of exchanges in ideas,' he
said. ..."
The Associated Press reports,"... Adams
said Beijing wants to see Chinese companies considered for contracts under World
Bank projects in Africa, where the Washington-based bank lends US$4 billion to US$5
billion a year. He said joint projects would
meet World Bank standards. China has expressed reluctance to impose aid conditions
that would violate its public stance against

Adams expressed confidence they can work
out any conflicts. Adams said China also is
interested in playing a bigger role in the
Bank's staff, possibly sending experienced
officials who have worked on Chinese poverty-alleviation projects. ..."
Kyodo News (Japan) reports, "...
[Adams] was speaking following [his visit
during] which he toured some of the poverty reduction projects being jointly promoted by the World Bank and the Chinese
government. The Bank currently lends
China between US$1-1.5 billion a year. He
visited Guizhou Province in southern China,
where he inspected projects that are helping to develop new tourist sites and providing training for village enterprises that
want to export their products. Adams also
heard about a number of health insurance
schemes in the province and Bank-funded
projects to build new roads to help the
region's economic development."
Xinhua reports"... The lack of a comprehensive health insurance system in China
is contributing to the country's high savings rate, resulting in low domestic consumption, which threatens the country's
ability to achieve balanced economic
growth. [During talks on developing China's
health insurance system, an area flagged
by officials in Beijing as in urgent need of
reform, Adams noted:] 'China is not going
to be able to rely on exports for its growth
prospects as it has in the past, it needs to
transfer the economy with a focus on domestic consumption and a focus on the provision of services, which is an enormous
economic challenge.' ... Adams said China
could learn from the experiences of other
countries in terms of management of
schemes and improving the delivery of services, but he stressed that health insurance
frameworks should be tested on a local level
before being potentially rolled out across
the country. ..." 
Source: World Bank

ship. In the two years from 2001, according
to a World Bank study, the income of the
poorest 10 percent of Chinese actually fell
by about 2.5 percent, despite rapid economic
growth. …” [The Financial Times (UK)]
In a separate piece, The Financial Times
reports that “[i]t is five years since the biggest economic transformation in the modern world was put on to a permanent footing,
and China joined the World Trade Organization (WTO). From China's point of view,
WTO membership has been an almost unmitigated success. However, its dominance
of certain sectors of world trade has created
a backlash, and some of its gains may have
come at too high a price. … There has been
some high-profile resistance, with both the
EU and the United States slapping on emergency ‘safeguard’ quotas to hold back the
tidal wave of Chinese exports, but the restrictions are limited in scale and time. Unless trade restrictions increase markedly,

China's dominance of low-cost manufacturing market is likely to continue. Indeed,
along with its increased exports, China has
become a favored scapegoat among other
WTO members for the growing imbalances
in the global economy … [and] is the number one target for so called ‘anti-dumping’
actions. …”
The Financial Times meanwhile notes
that “… [i]t is well known that the Chinese
state, sitting comfortably on more than
US$1,000 billion of foreign exchange reserves, has the financial means to meet its
promises to developing countries - even
though its modest per capita income means
it is still a recipient of aid as well as a donor.
… The China Development Bank, for instance, says it is the world's largest development institution by assets. Until recently,
the bank was looking inward, investing
largely in Chinese infrastructure projects
Unstoppable continues on Page 13
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China must grow in
rural areas - World
Bank Exec
“The challenge for China lies in replicating the growth seen in its coastal towns in
the country's rural areas, according to David
Dollar, the Beijing-based Country Director
and chief of mission for the World Bank in
China.
‘Most Chinese domestic migration is
short distance, from the farm to the nearest
town or city. But China needs to replicate
the coastal dynamic in the rural areas,’ he
said. ‘This will transform the economy from
a base of low productivity in agriculture to
high productivity in manufacturing and services,’ Dollar added. Rural to urban migration has been a dominant factor behind
Chinese urban growth, but it's been mainly
limited to coastal urban areas from inland,
which were widely seen as centers of national development and benefited from preferential fiscal and administrative policies
accordingly. Around 13 million people a year
move to cities from rural communities with
this steady flow of labor to develop areas
feeding growth. And it's expected to continue, with the current urban to rural ratio of
40:60 seen translating to 60:40 within 10-15
years, he added.
‘China has a very low level of urbanization. Inequality emerges because the country restricted migration before; the Chinese

government has recognized it needs to facilitate it,’ Dollar noted. With the obvious
attraction of coastal wages twice as high as
those in the countryside, there's often a
much less business friendly environment
away from the ports, he said. ‘China has
made good infrastructural investments, but
this hasn't necessarily always created a business-friendly environment,’ he added. Dollar said that China's coastal cities are
‘already congested,’ adding that the trend
going forward will be for rural migrants to
move to cities in the countryside. ‘There are
already more than 100 cities with a population of over one million,’ he added. … ‘A
good investment climate spurs a good environment to live and work and China's coastal
cities combine these factors,’ Dollar said.
Foreign direct investment has played an important role in fuelling the economic growth
of coastal cities. Dollar said China has become the world's largest recipient, getting
around $60 billion a year. ‘This is mostly
due to the good investment climate, with a
tax rate of 15 percent on foreign investment,
compared to a tax of 33 percent on profits
for domestic investors,’ Dollar said. …” [Dow
Jones/Factiva] 
Source: World Bank

China expected to
import 140 million
tons of crude oil
China's crude oil imports are expected to
reach 140 million tons in 2006, up 10.2 percent on [2005], according to the Ministry of
Commerce (MOC).
Liang Shuhe, deputy director with the
Foreign Trade Department of the MOC, said
that China's demand for crude oil would total about 290 million tons [in 2006], of which
48 percent were imports.
According to Liang, China's total output of crude oil [reached about] 183 million
tons in 2006, with 7.40 million tons for exports.
Liang said the fast growth of the

economy has forced China to depend more
and more on imports because of the limited
domestic production, predicting that the
steady increase in imports was likely to continue.
Statistics from the MOC show that
China's crude oil imports increased by 14.1
percent in the first ten months of [2006] to
reach 120 million tons.
The Chinese government removed tariffs on oil imports in November and opened
its domestic oil market to foreign companies
in December to cut the cost of oil imports.

Source: Xinhua
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such as the Three Gorges dam. Now, it has
begun to deploy some of its capital abroad,
particularly to help Chinese energy and mineral companies working in developing countries. … The first criticism is made on
commercial grounds. Some economists and
financial analysts believe that China, like
Japan in previous decades, is so thirsty for
oil that it is overpaying for access to natural resources. Chinese companies are certainly taking risks - by investing in unstable
countries such as Sudan, for instance - but
that is true of almost all energy groups. The
question of overpayment will be answered
by future commodity prices. …”
“The excitement among investors over
the prospects of the ‘Brics’ – the big emerging markets of Brazil, Russia, India, China

and South Africa - has begun to metamorphose into a more realistic enthusiasm for
‘Chindia,’ writes The Financial Times.
China and India, after all, are by the far the
largest and fastest growing of the five.
China, with 1.3 billion people, and India,
with 1.1 billion, happen to be the world's
most populous nations. Both economies
are growing exceptionally fast, and both
are increasingly dependent on imports of
energy and raw materials. … In the race to
become developed economies, China and
India have very different challenges and
can hardly be said to be on the same track.
They might end up in the same place. But
if they do, it will take a long time and each
will have achieved success by a very different route.” 
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INVEST IN CHINA
According to recent figures, China has about 265
million children between the ages of 0 to 14 years
old – 20 percent of its total population. To fulfill the
desire of parents to obtain the best education possible for their children, quality English kindergarten
schools are much sought after.
You now have the opportunity to become an investor in such a school.
The Loudi Economic Development Zone (LEDZ)
located in the City of Loudi, Hunan Province, PRC,
has awarded a kindergarten project to
InfoGlobe,LLC, a Minnesota-based consulting firm.
Learn all about this exciting opportunity to invest in
this service to be provided in China by contacting
Richard He at (612) 987-6540 or Greg Hugh at (952)
472-4757. Additional information can also be obtained by visiting
www.infoglobeus.com.

Hunan Province, PRC
Capital,Changsha.
St.Paul’s Sister City
Loudi City, Kindergarten’s Location

www.infoglobeus.com
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Qingdao for Shanghai, I missed my newly
found friends in a matter of minutes. I was
alone and on my own once again.
Shanghai was a beautiful city, the
Pudong area especially. Their architecture
was a modern marvel and quite a sight for
any Westerner’s eyes. The city was very
clean, the weather was sunny and the air, for
the first time, was free from impurities. I enjoyed my stay in Shanghai. The first day in
Shanghai I walked twenty miles, or so it felt.
I started from my hotel and just went exploring. Using my travel book I took several cabs
to navigate the city, at USD1 for a fifteen
minute ride in an air conditioned cab, I tended
to spoil myself with this luxury. Taking taxies was also a good way to practice my Chinese, even if it was a different dialect. I
crossed the Huangpu River several times
going between the Pudong area and Waitan
(The Bund area). The boat that brought
people back and forth was overly crowded
with people and motor bikes. When the boat
docked and the gate lifted it was as if the
green light had been given in a European
motorcycle race. I didn’t dare start to disembark until all of the mopeds and bikes
where gone, unless I wanted tire tracks on
my back.
My stay in Shanghai was short, but well
enjoyed. The thing that I remember most
about Shanghai is how much more Americanized things seemed than the other areas
I visited. The city was clean and the architecture was intriguing. The whole city just
seemed more organized then other parts of
China that I had been in. Shanghai Pudong
area was young and vibrant, just standing
downtown I could feel the exponential and
unlimited potential that the city had to offer.
Shanghai was a bit more costly, and quite a
few more people spoke English, but it was
very beautiful over all.

The plane ride back was long, but it felt
good at the end to step onto familiar ground,
even though the airport did misplace my luggage from Chicago to Minneapolis. Once I
was back in the States culture shock finally
set in. For the first time I was handed a fork
instead of a set of chop sticks. I thought to
myself for a second, jokingly, “What do I do
with this?” Being in a country where the
meal proportions where large but everything
was healthy, with all of the omegas three’s
in the fish, and the mass quantities of rice
and vegetables, I was shocked to not have
seen one overweight person in China. Personally, I lost ten pounds from my stay, and
I think the true culture shock set in when the
first minute off of the plane in Minnesota I
saw three overweight individuals. I felt like
a foreigner. I sat frozen, gaping mouth wide
open, staring. I have a new appreciation for
just how unhealthy certain American cultures indulge in.
I look back on my days in China along
with my photos as one of the best adventures of my life. I personally highly encourage any prospective student to travel to
China if the opportunity arises. I also encourage any individual who is tempted and
contemplating visiting China to pick up as
many Travel China books as you can, and
make an adventure happen. I am exceedingly grateful for my professor, Dr. Yang, who
gave me this opportunity. Currently I am
looking into the possibilities for a summer
internship in business abroad in China, and
plan on returning regardless in the summer
of 2007. There is a lot of untouched ground
that I would like to return to see.
I truly encourage you to pick up a book,
grab an English to Chinese language dictionary, and, if afforded the opportunity, embrace the adventure around the world and
back. 
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Asian American
teens more likely
than whites,
Latinos to learn
healthier lifestyles
Adolescents whose families emigrated
from Asia improve their health habits with
every generation born in the United States,
more than their white and Latino peers, new
research suggests.
“We were pleased by the marked improvement in physical activity and use of
bicycle helmets, seat belts and sunscreen
for Asian adolescents across the generations,” said lead author Michele Allen, M.D.
“This suggests that public health messages
are reaching this population,” said Allen,
currently an investigator in the health disparities research program at the University
of Minnesota.
Allen and former colleagues at the
UCLA/RAND Center for Adolescent Health
Promotion examined data from a 2001 California-wide survey and included responses
from 5,801 adolescents, age 12 to 17, who
were asked about their preventive health
habits including wearing bicycle helmets,
using seat belts, physical activity and nutrition.
The study findings appear in the online
version of the American Journal of Public
Health.
Although preventive habits of first-generation Asians were worse than those of
whites, Asians caught up with and surpassed whites by second and third generations, with physical activity increasing and
hours spent watching TV dropping.
As for nutrition, both Asian and Latino
first-generation adolescents had better nutrition habits than whites; however, Latinos
lost this advantage by the third generation
as diets grew progressive less healthy.
The results showed that Asians ate more
vegetables daily and drank less soda: 1.7
servings of vegetables and 0.8 cans of soda
compared with 1.3 servings and 1.2 cans for
whites.

“We can hypothesize that if immigrants
are exposed to the right information associated with adopting preventive behaviors
they will adopt it,” said Luisa Borrell, Ph.D.,
an assistant professor at the Mailman School
of Public Health, Columbia University.
The authors concluded, however, that
all groups, regardless of race or ethnicity,
might benefit from more education on the
recommended ways to stay healthy.
“An ideal approach would be one in
which adolescents heard the same health
message from a number of different sources,
presented in a number of different manners,”
said Allen.
Borrell agreed: “The best opportunities
for teaching appropriate preventive habits
such as the ones presented by the authors
are at home with parents and at schools.
Parents and teachers should point out not
only the importance of these habits but also
their implications for health now and later in
the lives of children and adolescents.”
Allen said more research is needed to
compare family, school and community influences on health behaviors to better understand why there are differences in
outcomes between racial/ethnic groups with
high immigrant populations.
The American Journal of Public Health
is the monthly journal of the American Public Health Association. Visit http://
www.apha.org for more information.
Allen ML, et al. Adolescent participation in preventive health behaviors, physical activity, and nutrition: differences across
immigrant generations for Asians and
Latinos compared with Whites. Am J Public
Health online, 2006. 
© 2006 Newswise. All Rights Reserved.

Transport and HIV/
AIDS - The Case of
China
Over recent years, the map of the spread
of HIV/AIDS in China can be closely
matched to that of transportation development.
The infrastructure network has been
shown to be one of the main “transmitters”
for HIV/AIDS. A clear focus is on the roads,
which carry the majority of goods and people,
targeting truckers, construction workers,
migrant laborers, and sex workers at truckstops.
The Hubei Provincial Communications
Department wanted to ensure that the migrant workers and local residents received
proper education about the dangers of HIV/

AIDS and about how to mitigate the related
risks.
For the past 18 months the World Bank
has conducted an intensive HIV/AIDS education and testing program under the Hubei
Shiman Expressway Project.
“The construction workers are almost exclusively males below the age of 40 with junior high school education. They are away
from their families for 300-350 days a year
and many engage in risky behavior. When
we started the project we found that only 16
percent were even aware of how HIV/AIDS
was transmitted,” said Chris Bennett, the
World Bank program manager. 

So far, over 25,000 copies of information
materials have been shared with 11,000 construction workers and local villagers, many
training courses delivered, and almost 1,000
people have been tested for HIV/AIDS and
1,700 for sexually-transmitted diseases
(STDs).
Already the project has begun to show
positive results in terms of behavioral
changes which will reduce the risk of contracting HIV/AIDS and the stigma attached
to it.
No new HIV/AIDS infections have been
detected among the target communities.
Moreover, general awareness about HIV/
AIDS has increased among the workers and
local residents.

Simple, low-cost education activities
that use existing resources
The program was then implemented on
the China Fifth Inland Waterways Project,
also located at the HIV/AIDS hotspot of
Hubei, and the Third Jiangxi Highway
Project. Additional funding is currently being sought to implement the strategy on
other projects.

To date, the number of STD cases has declined significantly, by 29 percent in 2005
and 35 percent in 2006.
The regional transport program has been
proactive in trying to tackle the HIV/AIDS
epidemic. The program has adopted a regional HIV/AIDS strategy which proposes
to include specific HIV/AIDS intervention
programs as part of all new projects.
The proposed model supports the
provider(s) –government agencies, NGOs,
consultants– in delivering a consistent education program. The focus is on incorporating simple – but effective – low-cost
information activities that can be readily
implemented on transport projects using resources already available. The recent
mainstreaming of “HIV clauses” into the
Bank’s standard work bidding documents
is helping with this effort.
To complement these activities, the
Hubei Provincial Communications Department suggested organizing a seminar as an
opportunity to share experiences to date,
and to decide how to move forward with
improving the education programs.

Spread of HIV/AIDS in China over the
years:
(a) 1985
(b) 1989
(c) 1995
In late October, over 60 international
HIV/AIDS experts, Chinese government officials, as well as transportation and health
sector professionals got together to examine ways to raise awareness about HIV/

www.chinainsight.info
AIDS among transport workers at the seminar that the Bank co-sponsored.
The seminar participants identified a
number of ways to improve the effectiveness of future HIV/AIDS education activities in China, including:
* Provide additional training to the primary project staff for better results
* Locate HIV/AIDS educational materials and condom distribution sites in locations other than the managers’ offices, to
provide better accessibility to the construction workers
* Develop peer education among the
workers with appropriate compensation, and
make the workers in charge of the distribution of condoms and educational materials
* Get the project owners and the management officials at construction sites to be
more supportive and discourage negative
attitudes towards the intervention program
* Clearly define responsibilities and obligations of the contractors to ensure that
they are active participants of the program
* Extend the Bank’s initiative on HIV/
AIDS interventions through standard
clauses to all construction projects in China;
and
* Extend the HIV/AIDS awareness of the
construction workers to bring about “behavioral change” in order to lower high risk
behavior and HIV/AIDS/STD incidents
Professor Xi’en Gui from Zhongnan
Hospital of Hubei’s Wuhan University and
one of China’s top HIV/AIDS researchers
and educators, has been requested to prepare guidelines on ‘HIV/AIDS Prevention
in Communication Programs’ to be used by
the Communication Departments. The
guidelines will specify the respective responsibilities and obligations of the transport sector and the health sector, and
describe how to evaluate the outcomes of
prevention efforts.
“Project safety should not only refer to
construction safety, but also to the general
health of construction workers,” he observed. 
Source: World Bank
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the Communist Party to monitor the
economy, reflects the party's efforts to retain its power to manage an economy increasingly dependent on private enterprise
after two decades of capitalist-style reforms. The conference is expected to set
policies for promoting consumption and
innovation-based industries, easing
China's reliance on investment and exportdriven manufacturing, the official Xinhua
News Agency said. … The government is
trying to cool off a boom in construction
and bank lending that propelled economic
growth to 10.7 percent for the first nine
months of the year. …” [The Associated
Press/Factiva]
Agence France Presse notes that “…
[t]he conference is taking place amid increasing signals that China's impressive
economic boom of recent years has been
accompanied by a deepening divide between the rich and poor. Even as China
continues to be the world's fastest-growing major economy, the poorest 10 percent
of the population have seen their incomes
fall in absolute terms, the World Bank said.
For the foreseeable future, the emphasis is on addressing excessive growth in
investment and loans, and a too large a
trade surplus, Xinhua quoted the National
Development and Reform Commission
(NDRC), the top planner, Wang Xiaoguang.
…” [Agence France Presse/Factiva] 
Source: World Bank
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Timberwolves
celebrate Asian
Culture at game
with Yao Ming and
Rockets
By Greg Hugh, Staff Writer
The Minnesota Timberwolves will host
Yao Ming and the Houston Rockets on Jan.
7 at the Target Center with a special celebration of Asian culture.
The last time these same teams met resulted in a 90-84 victory by the Timberwolves
over the Rockets. It was a back and forth
game that saw 10 lead changes and seven
ties. Although the lead would change hands
six times in the second half, Minnesota led
at the end of three quarters and held off
Houston to pick up the win. The Rockets
leading scorers, Tracy McGrady and Yao
Ming, were both held below their season
averages. Yao scored 14 (25.7 average entering the game) and McGrady also pitched
in with 14 (18.8 average entering the game).
In addition to this exciting game, fans
watching the Minnesota Timberwolves
might have noticed a courtside advertisement unlike any they have seen before. Best
Buy Co. Inc. unveiled a Chinese ad announcing the company's upcoming store in
Shanghai. It was the first non-English ad
ever at a Wolves game.
Yao Ming
face on this," Smith said.
Also, a group University of Minnesota
students from Hong Kong and China attending their first NBA game when the Timberwolves hosted Yao Ming and the Houston
Rockets.
"Yes, it was the first time we went to a
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China dominates
2006 Asian Games
in Doha
The 15th Asian Games ended Dec. 15
with China as the top medal winner for the
seventh consecutive Games. Over 8,000 athletes from 45 countries and regions competed in 424 events in 39 sports over the
15-day event in Doha, Qatar. The theme of
the Games was “The Games of Your Life.”
Chinese athletes won a total of 316 medals in Doha. This number was almost onefourth of the 1393 medals awarded during
the Asian Games. The 162 gold medals won
by China represented 52 percent of China’s
total medals and 39 percent of all gold medals awarded in the Games. Of the 162 Chinese gold medal winners, 91 were women.
China also won 88 silver medals (28 percent
of China’s medals and 21 percent of all silver
medals awarded) and 63 bronze medals (20
percent of China’s medals and 12 percent of
all bronze medals awarded).
China reached the mark of over 2,000
medals won in the history of the Asian Games
at Doha 2006. Japan still holds the high of
2,433 all-time medals in the Asian Games.
Over 400 of the 647 Chinese athletes who
competed in Doha had little previous experience in international competition. If China
had sent more of its experienced athletes, its
total medal count may have been higher.
Sending athletes with less experience to the
Asian Games in Doha could be a way to
expose them to competition in an international setting in preparation for the 2008
Summer Olympic Games in Beijing.
China’s domination in the medal standings at the 15th Asian Games could be a
sneak peak at what the world should expect

in 2008. Of the 17 athletes in the Asian
Games who won three or more gold medals,
12 were Chinese. Female swimmer Pang
Jiaying and male gymnast Yang Wei were
the most successful gold medal winners;
each winning four gold medals for China.
But 17-year-old Korean swimmer Park Tae
Hwan was the most decorated athlete of the
Games, winning a total seven medals overall
(three gold, one silver and three bronze).
Park also broke two Asian records and received the Samsung Most Valuable Player
award of the Games.
Also worthy of mention is Asian Games
2006 host country, Qatar. Qatar ranked 11th
by medal total, winning 32 medals (9 gold,
12 silver and 11 bronze). This eclipses
Qatar’s previous record for medals won
which was 17 medals in the 2002 Asian
Games in Busan, Korea. This home field
advantage phenomenon was also shown in
the 2004 Summer Olympics in Athens, Greece
when Greek athletes broke their record for
Olympic medals won in a single Games. This
could bode well for China when it hosts the
2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing. The already growing strength of Chinese athletics
as displayed in the 2006 Asian Games in Doha
and previous Olympiads along with the desire to perform well in front of the home
crowd could present spectators with an historic Olympics. We may even see China top
the United States in the medal standings in
2008. 
Source: http://www.doha-2006.com
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Photo credit: Bob San
Richfield-based Best Buy chose to run
the ad at the game when the Wolves hosted
the Houston Rockets and 7-foot-5 center
Yao Ming, a national hero in China. The
Wolves presented the idea to Best Buy as a
way to reach Chinese consumers watching
the game on international broadcasts and
NBA.com webcasts.
Conrad Smith, vice president of new business development for the Timberwolves,
said the idea first came up when the team
was negotiating a sponsorship renewal with
Best Buy this summer.
"We're always trying to come up with
new and different ways to make these sponsorships work for companies, because it's
so competitive," Smith said, pointing to a
variety of other advertising opportunities for
local companies, including other local TV
and radio stations.
Best Buy's ad appeared on the Wolves'
digital courtside signage a couple times during each of the game's four quarters. Unlike
the old rotational signage, the new system
allows companies to change their messages
easily throughout the season, as Best Buy
did with the Chinese ad.
International advertising could be a
growing market in the future, Smith said. In
addition to China, the NBA is also growing
in markets like Brazil, France, Germany and
Spain. "We're really just scratching the sur-

Dance by MMCS students (photo by Richard He)

“Death and life have their determined appointments; riches and
honors depend upon heaven.”
They are left to right: Colin Hui, George
Xia, Rodney Wong, Emily Yu, Jolie Wong,
Mary Lau and Angela Leung. Photo: Bob
San
Timberwolves game," said Jolie Wong. "It
was fun since it's the first time we got to
watch the NBA." It was also the first time
these students saw Yao in action. Even
though Yao did not have his best game and
the Rockets went down to defeat, the exchange students were still impressed according to their comments made to our roving
reporter Bob San.
"My first impression of him is that he's
very tall," said Wong. "And I think it's a
valuable chance for him to join the Rockets
so that he can explore and gain more in the
foreign team rather than just staying in China.
Otherwise it's a waste of talent."
Wong and her classmates took photos
at the game and sent them back home.

...Confucius

Not being a huge sports fan, Wong said
she is not sure whether people in Hong Kong
and China follow Yao Ming closely.
"But I think his image in Hong Kong and
China is quite positive,” she said.
The Timberwolves has announced that
the upcoming game with the Rockets on
Sunday, January 7, at 2:30 pm will be an
Asian Night with a special celebration of
Asian culture and special discount tickets
are being offered. The Chang Mi Korean
Dance and Drum group will perform before
the game and the CAAM Chinese Dance
Theater will perform at halftime with other
Asian performersappearing throughout the
Target Center. A great opportunity to take
in an NBA professional basketball game and
enjoy a variety of Asian performers. 

Minnesota Education Commissioner Alice
Seagren (photo by Yan Jianhua)

Thank you for reading C HINA Insight.
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